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Seamlessly Connected
To The Elements
Walk into a home with sweeping ocean views
and a garden-like setting at Kō‘ula, the newest
residences at Ward Village
Studio, 1, 2 & 3 bedroom homes available
featuring a generous outdoor lānai for
the best of indoor/outdoor living

Tour the Kō‘ula Sales Gallery today.
Call 808.892.3147 or visit koulalife.com to schedule an appointment.

WELCOME

WELCOME
Kahala Life reflects the distinction of this world-class hotel. Within
these pages, you’ll discover the people and places that make this vibrant
destination worth visiting again and again.
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In this issue, you’ll get to know some of Hawai‘i’s tastemakers, doers
and rising stars. From hat weaver Aloma Wang whose passion is to
perpetuate the traditional art; to top female mixologists Julie Reiner (our
hotel’s very own Beverage Artist In-Residence), Chandra Lucariello and
Jen Ackrill, Kahala Life gives you a peek into their lives and creative minds
and perhaps equally important for all of you visiting, their take on O‘ahu
for where to go and what to do during your stay.
Also in this issue, you’ll soon learn where to satiate your craving for
the best locally sourced fare here in town, as well as get plenty of other
suggestions for shopping, activities and more. Even those who call
Hawai‘i home only part of the time still have their favorite places to
frequent when they make their way back. Case in point: the gorgeous
Keke Lindgard. The local-gal-turned-top model gives us her personal list
of places they go to when she finds herself on this side of the Pacific.
Whether you have a few days or only mere hours, Kahala Life makes the
perfect companion to exploring the city and beyond.
Mahalo for making The Kahala Hotel & Resort your Hawaiian home
away from home. We hope you experience many memorable moments
with us. We look forward to welcoming you back again very soon.
With warmest aloha,

Gerald Glennon
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Olivier Koning photo

Letter from Gerald Glennon,
General Manager
The Kahala Hotel & Resort
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Ceramic heads by artist Jun Kaneko at the “Emphasized: eye on scale” exhibit at the Hawai‘i State Art Museum.
Cindy Ellen Russell photo
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IT'S BEEN QUITE A
MEMORABLE 55 YEARS
HERE AT THE KAHALA.
FROM PRINCES AND
PRESIDENTS, TO
COMEDIANS AND
CROONERS, THE ROSTER
OF DISTINGUISHED
GUESTS WHO HAVE
HUNG THEIR HATS HERE
AT THE HOTEL IS LONG.
IT'S OUR PLEASURE TO
ADD YOU TO THE LIST!
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ESCAPE THE ORDINARY,
FIND THE CENTER OF PARADISE
Step into The Royal Grove and
discover the rich legacy of Helumoa,
Waikīkī’s historic coconut grove in the heart
of Royal Hawaiian Center. We invite you
to enjoy our celebration of dance,
music and Hawaiian traditions while you
shop our 110 distinctive stores
and 30 unique dining destinations.

One Unforgettable Experience

110 Distinctive Stores
30 Unique Dining Destinations
One Unforgettable Experience

Apple Store
Fendi
Harry Winston
Hermès
Jimmy Choo
kate spade new york
LOUIS VUITTON

Omega Boutique
Salvatore Ferragamo
Tiffany & Co.
Tory Burch
Valentino
DEAN & DELUCA

Doraku Sushi
Il Lupino Trattoria & Wine Bar
Island Vintage Wine Bar
Noi Thai Cuisine
P.F. Chang’s Waikīkī
Restaurant Suntory
The Cheesecake Factory
Tim Ho Wan
TsuruTonTan Udon Noodle Brasserie
T
Wolfgang’s Steakhouse
partial listing

Open Daily 10am –10pm
Kalākaua Avenue and Seaside
Waikīkī 808.922.2299

RoyalHawaiianCenter.com
@RoyalHwnCtr
FREE WIFI

FINE PURSUITS
BY NADINE KAM
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EYE ON ART
Hawai‘i set a national
standard in 1967
when it became the
first state to adopt a
“Percent for Art Law,”

20

mandating that one percent
of construction appropriations for state buildings
must be set aside for art. In
the following decades, the
State Foundation on Culture and the Arts amassed
more than 5,000 pieces that
became nomads, given temporary housing within state
buildings and public spaces,
with no permanent home
of their own. In 2002, the art
pieces finally found a home
in the heart of Honolulu’s
business district. Welcome to
Hawai‘i State Art Museum. While there, stop for
lunch at Artizen by MW, a café
operated by MW Restaurant
owners Wade Ueoka and
Michelle Kare-Ueoka.
sfca.hawaii.gov.
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Food, Arts, Style and Other
Delightful Diversions

2
HELLO
BEAUTIFUL
Local beauty products
rooted in Hawaiian
botanicals can now be
found under one roof
at T Galleria by DFS.
The international luxury
retailer launched an Island
Beauty section within its
second-floor Beauty World
earlier this year, focusing on
exclusive beauty products
developed by local entrepreneurs using locally sourced,
often organic plants and produce ranging from lavender
grown on the slopes of Kula,
Maui, to vitamin-rich kukui
oil that go into Hanalei Co.’s
skincare formulations. An additional bonus, shopping here
is tax-free. dfs.com

3

ALL THAT JAZZ
The New York
institution keeps
music lovers treated
to a never-ending
stream of jazz greats
and other music
legends who fill its
Waikiki showroom.
Among those who have
graced the stage at the
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Blue Note Hawaii are such
Grammy Award-winning
artists as Earl Klugh, Kenny
G, Chris Botti, Lee Ritenour,
Sergio Mendes and Chick
Corea. Before the shows,
guests have the option to
dine at the venue, which
has the capacity of a fullservice restaurant and bar.
In addition to international
talent, visitors to this
Hawai‘i outpost are also
able to listen to discover
such local talents as Amy
Hanaiali‘i, Hapa, ‘ukulele
virtuoso Jake Shimabukuro,
Henry Kapono,
Kalapana and Anuhea.
bluenotehawaii.com

4

LISTEN TO
THE MUSIC
Travelers lucky
enough to be on
O‘ahu in August can
witness a unique form
of Hawaiian music
at the 37th-annual
Hawaiian Slack Key
Guitar Festival taking
place Aug. 10 at Waikiki
Aquarium. The celebration
of Hawaiian music will
feature 15 of the best slackkey artists during a family
friendly event that will also
feature food, sales of festival
T-shirts and artist CDs and
more. Slack-key guitar—
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translated from Hawaiian ki
ho‘alu, which means “loosen
the (tuning) key”—is a
finger-style genre of guitar
music that originated here
with open tunings achieved
by starting with a guitar
in standard tuning, then
detuning or “slacking” one
or more of the strings until
the six strings form a single
chord, frequently G major.

Upstairs at the Shops
of Dole Cannery,
you’ll find haute chef
Pierre Padovani creating his luxe chocolates (padovanichocolates.
com). Downstairs at the
cannery, you’ll find more
chocolate at the Waialua
Estate Chocolate Factory
(waialuaestate.com) and
adjoining coffee shop where
you can order up pastries,
hot chocolate, Dole Whips
or pineapple soft serve while
sampling a few morsels of the
North Shore chocolate.

A green Christmas
may be a new experience for those visiting
in December from
wintry climates, but
some of the icons of the
season are the same but
here, Santa may arrive in an
aloha shirt on the beach, or
appear with an open shirt
and menehune elves on the
lawn of Honolulu Hale, which
is decorated with images of
the holiday from just past
Thanksgiving through Jan.
1 You can call on Honolulu
Horse & Carriage (honolulucarriage.com) to book a ride
to view the light displays that
extend for blocks.

7

SHOPPING,
LOCAL-STYLE
At the heart of trendy
Kaka‘ako, Ward Village is home to South
Shore Market, with
nearly 20 local merchants offering a range of
edibles, made-in-Hawai‘i ap-

8

A wearable memento
of the islands can
be found at Na Hoku
Hawaii, one of the
island’s finest jewelers,

KAISEKI
EXPERIENCE
Taiki Kawai brings
luxury to the table
at Akira, known for
presenting the elegant Japanese multicourse kaiseki experience. Out of his small

kitchen comes some of
the most refined Japanese
fare available in Hawai‘i to
date. Although dishes are
available à la carte, firsttimers should start with
the chef ’s seasonal kaiseki
omakase, with a full range
of boiled, simmered and
grilled dishes, plus courses
of sashimi and nigiri sushi.
The teaser-sized portions
associated with kaiseki may
not be for everyone, but
each dish arrives like a perfect jewel, with the surprise
element of the chef ’s choice
menu adding to the joy of a
meal here. At 1150 S. King

9

WEARABLE
KEEPSAKES

known for designs that
regularly take top honors
in the Hawai‘i Jewelers
Association annual design
competition. “Na Hoku”
translates as “Stars,” and
the among the jewelers
collections are several
Hawai‘i-themed collections
such as “Horizon,” “Maile,”
“Waterfall” and “Flowers of
Hawaii.” One of the most
exquisite is the “Wave”
collection of rings, pendants
and hinged bracelets.
nahoku.com
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SUNSHINE
IN A
BOTTLE
It might seem odd
to return home from
Hawai‘i with a taste
of the Mediterranean,
but connoisseurs of olive oil
will find more than 50 extra
virgin olive oils and balsamic
vinegars at Island Olive
Oil Co., in Ward Village and
Kailua Town Center. The
boutiques offers a variety of
certified olive oils for tasting,
all labeled with their harvest
date, country of origin and
chemistry. The oils are stored
in “fusti,” stainless-steel
canisters that block out
light and preserve freshness,
until decanted into bottles
before purchase. Oils offered
change with the season, from
the northern hemisphere
(October/November crush
dates) to the Southern
Hemisphere (April/May
crush) to bring buyers
the freshest oils available,
with flavors intensified by
Spanish, Italian, Australian
and Chilean sunshine.
islandoliveoil.com
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A TASTE OF
CHOCOLATE

CHRISTMAS
IN THE
ISLANDS

St. Open 5 to 10:30 p.m.
Mondays to Saturdays. Call
376-0928.
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5

6

parel and upscale merchandise. Vendors range from Big
Bad Wolf, offering edgy children’s apparel, to Apt. 155,
a Fishcake Gallery pop-up
that houses an eclectic array
of artwork, local designer
clothing, housewares and
Japan-inspired textiles,
jewelry and accessories.
wardvillage.com

All photos Honolulu StarAdvertiser or courtesy of
subjects.
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GOLDEN HOUR - mo‘o (gecko) perspective looking up
University of Hawai‘i at Manoa, O‘ahu
A gold tree in full bloom is seen in the early morning on the
University of Hawai‘i campus in Honolulu. The scientific
name of the tree is Tabebuia Donnel Smithii, and Dr. William
Hillebrand, the first house physician/surgeon at Queen's
Hospital, is credited with introducing the tree to Hawai‘i
before 1871. It was adopted as a reforestation tree but soon
became popular in landscaping. It is known in Hawai‘i as the
gold tree, its common name in other countries, primavera
("first spring" or "early spring"), hints at the unique timing of
its burst of blooms, timing that can vary.
Jamm Aquino, photographer
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FINE PURSUITS
BY LYNN COOK
PHOTOS BY KYLE ROTHENBORG
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HALA GIRL
LOCAL RESIDENT
ALOMA WANG
CONTINUES TO
PERPETUATE THE
TRADITIONAL
ART OF LAUHALA
WEAVING.

T

he hala tree, formally known as Pandanus, is native to Hawaiian and Pacific islands. It stands tall on an above-ground root
system, looking like something from the fantasy film Avatar.
The top is an explosion of green, growing like no other Hawaiian vegetation, each leaf edged with razor-sharp thorns. The tree flourished
in the islands long before the arrival of the first Polynesian voyagers.
Legend says, when the volcano goddess Pele landed in the islands the
tree’s spiny-edged leaves snagged her canoe. It angered her and she
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pulled it from the ground, ripped it apart and threw the pieces across
all the islands where they took root and still thrive today.
Like all tropical vegetation, generations of voyagers found many
uses for the hala tree. Every part of the tree was and is used, from
flower to pollen to blossom to fruit, leaf, bark, wood and root. Each
generation learned the traditions of weaving the harvested and dried
leaves, always expanding the skills and creativity of those who went
before and passing down their skill and knowledge to young artisans.

Aloma Wang's
home studio in
Manoa houses her
vast collection of
finished pieces, and
of course, those
in the midst of
completion.
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Aside from hats, Wang also weaves other accessories such as the bags and clutches.

Fast forward to today and appreciate the rich and highly valued
art of lauhala weaving. Following the concept of ho‘oponopono, to
make wrong right, weaving lauhala is considered by the weavers as
a balance of energy. To new students it is often somewhere between
a meditation and frustration, but they carry on. Once bitten by the
“weaving bug” they can’t put their craft down.

To harvest and prepare the lauhala for
weaving is downright dangerous. Each dry leaf
that falls or is picked from the tree is edged with
razor-sharp thorns that must be de-thorned by
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scraping. Then the leaves are cut into the correct
widths, rolled and stored, ready to be woven into
mats, bags and the highly prized lauhala hats.
“Two down, three up,” echos in the mind of every weaver and
weaving student. That is the pattern for a first challenge in weaving a
simple fan or bracelet. Once a student accomplishes that challenge
they are usually “hooked” on weaving. Some weavers say it is “soothing,” others say it is stressful, yet they continue to challenge themselves with more complicated patterns like hats, large mats, even
sculptural pieces. The hats are featured in major museums across the

FINE PURSUITS

globe. From the Smithsonian in Washington D.C. to
Honolulu’s Bishop Museum and museums across the
oceans, lauhala weaving is regarded as a fine art. To
purchase a hat, buyers may have “sticker shock” when
they see a tag that reads $400 to $600, maybe more.

In Hawai‘i, Aloma Wang is a weaving “rock star” according to her students. She is one of a small group of
weavers who follow the old traditions
and also teach. She doesn’t have a family history
28
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of weaving like the cadre of weavers who are graduates
of Hawai‘i’s famed weavers. Auntie Elizabeth Maluihi
Lee began weaving at age six as a way to help her family
make ends meet as they bartered the hats for whatever they needed. Auntie Gwen Kamasugi, Pohaku
Kaho‘ohanohano, and Auntie Gladys Grace were also
lifetime weavers. When she saw their work Wang says
she had an immediate passion for the art “the moment I
saw the first papale (hat)."
Auntie Gladys Grace was recognized as a National
Heritage Fellow by the National Endowment for the
Arts. Museums have honored her with exhibits of more
than 70 hats. Wang says, “these shows are unbelievable
when you add up the hours and years it took to craft
the hats and how many others Auntie Gladys made and
sold.” Wang also is inspired by the generous quality in
weavers’ lives. “Aunty Gladys would weave a baseball
cap, give it to a weaver and challenge that student to
make another just like it,” perpetuating the art of weaving. Sadly, not all weavers passed down their knowledge
and techniques.
Wang was born in Sri Lanka, moved to Europe,
then Southern California and has been in Hawai‘i for 30
years. She discovered Auntie Gwen, watched her “magic
fingers” weave a hat and knew there was, as she says,
“no looking back.” She made a bracelet at a class offered
at Na Mea Hawai‘i, O‘ahu’s only all Hawaiian-made
store. Her teacher said she had good hands for weaving
and so she never stopped. Today, she does teach small
classes, three to six students at a time. Her work is now
considered museum-quality.

Wang keeps her lauhala weaving legacy
alive through the classes she teaches.
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GOLDEN HOUR - manu (bird) perspective looking down
Lanikai, Windward O‘ahu
The Mokulua Islands, Moku Nui on the left and Moku Iki on
the right are part of the Hawiai‘i State Seabird Santuary.
Amanda Phung, photographer
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LOCAVORE
BY MARGIE JACINTO
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JUST WHAT

ORDERED

Hear the word “organic” being
uttered, and visions of farmfresh eggs and re-usable bags
filled with local veggies may
come to mind. Although now, the
buzzword is moving well beyond the
confines of dairy and produce sections at
your favorite grocer and instead making
a stout appearance on cosmetic counters
on a global scale. It’s official—the latest
consumer of organic goods is our skin. But
the world of organic skin care can be a bit
tricky to navigate.
Does going organic really make a big
difference? The benefits of eating food that
hasn’t been genetically modified or injected
with hormones can be also be likened to
skincare since the skin has the ability to absorb more than half of what you put on its

Holly Harding’s O‘o Hawaii skincare
line fuses the power of crystals with
all-natural ingredients.

surface. So if that moisturizer you've been slathering
on contains a bunch of
synthetic ingredients, you
may be “eating” a certain
amount of unwanted
chemicals via your skin
as well. In contrast, by choosing something that’s free of any sort of chemicals or artificial
elements, the skin won’t have a chance to take in any harmful byproducts that synthetics
are notorious for having. One beauty line in particular uses organic ingredients for both its
topical skin care goods as well as its nutritional supplements.
Hawai‘i resident Holly Harding is a certified Integrative Nutrition Health Coach
(INHC) and member of the American Association of Drugless Practitioners (AADP). In
recent years, Harding has turned her attention toward skincare with the creation of O‘o Hawaii—an integrative luxury skincare line that features a range of crystal-infused, sustainably sourced organic products. “We use super food level ingredients grown in Hawai‘i that
have cellular structures compatible to those found in the skin,” shares Harding.
Named after the Hawai‘i ‘o‘o bird (Moho Nobilis), the now-extinct honeyeater was
known for its bright yellow feathers, which were used to create capes and feathered staffs
adorned by the ali‘i (Hawaiian nobility). The eventually overhunted rare bird lead to the
species’ destruction, providing a key lesson that O‘o Hawaii takes to heart. In fact, for every
online sale, O‘o Hawaii donates $1 to the Keauhou Bird Conservation Center Discovery
Forest program.
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Left: Hawaiian kukui nut oil is an essential O‘o ingredient.
Right: Strawberry guava is one of the four Hawaiian super food ingredients used
in O‘o Brilliant Feather beauty balm. The other three are Coffeeberry extract,
red algae and noni. Craig T. Kojima photos

Created to work at a clinical level, the line O‘o Hawaii products are
highly potent sans fillers or non-active ingredients. For instance, the
Birds + Roses Rose Quartz Hydrating + Firming Mask contains essential
oils containing more than 600 roses per jar.
Another product that has garnered a cult following is O‘o Hawaii’s
Birdseed Detoxifying Face Scrub featuring volcanic rock (this is actually
not from Hawai‘i for cultural reasons), red alaea clay, activated charcoal,
sustainably harvested pearl powder and sapphire.
Additionally, the infusion of rose quartz and sapphire crystals help
increase circulation to help skin heal faster. Combined with the use of
the gua sha beauty tool during application, healthy skin gets another
dose of healing by increasing blood flow to the facial area.
Harding has also formulated a nutritional supplement called
Hawaii Superfood Beauty Boost. Meant to be taken orally, each capsule
contains a concentrated amount of antioxidants, nutrient-rich Hawaiian super foods like Hawaiian red algae and noni fruit extract, pineapple
enzymes and to help the brighten skin, promote collagen production,
tone down inflammation, fight free radicals and even aid in digestion.
The result? The appearance of radiant skin that glows from within.
This inside/out approach to skincare is one of the factors that make
O‘o Hawaii unique. “I created O‘o Hawaii as a way to bridge the internal/
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external gap in skincare. After selling my previous company Bubble
Shack Hawaii after 10 years (a bath and body company), I went back
to nutrition school and studied over 100 dietary theories through the
Institute for Integrative Nutrition, I became passionate not only about
health but also how the food we eat effects our skin,” Harding says. “I
created O‘o Hawaii with dietary supplement that addresses the three
internal areas within the body that effect skin the most: digestion, the
liver and hormones. In addition, I loaded our supplement full of skin
loving antioxidants that help to produce collagen, brighten the skin and
eyes and provide sun protection from an internal approach. There’s even
an immunity booster from acerola cherry and the increased energy that
comes along with it is a side benefit.”
While you’re in town, experience the benefits of O‘o Hawaii firsthand—The Kahala Spa offers a one-of-kind facial treatment utilizing
O‘o Hawaii’s skincare line, which comes complete with facial steam and
extraction in addition to a soothing upper body and scalp massage.
Contact the concierge for an appointment.

From the Simple to the Extraordinary

Oahu The Kahala Hotel | Halekulani
Maui Four Seasons Resort at Wailea
Big Island For Seasons Hualalai | Mauna Kea Beach Hotel | Mauna Lani Bay Hotel
hildgund.com

GOLDEN HOUR - honu (turtle) perspective from under the water
Reﬂections
Ala Moana Beach Park, O‘ahu
Lanterns ﬂoat as seen from underwater during the annual Shinnyo-En
Lantern Floating memorial ceremony at Ala Moana Beach Park . Individuals
write remembrances of loved ones on the lantern and then release them
during the ceremony.
Jamm Aquino , photographer

LOCAVORE
BY JAMES CHARISMA
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THE GENUINE
ARTICLES

IT’S EASY TO SEE WHAT
INSPIRED THE WARES OF
THESE LOCAL BRANDS.

L

ooking for locally made products with more authenticity than
what’s at the department store, but less kitschy than what you
might find at an ABC Store? We’ve got you covered. Here’s a
round-up of local brands offering art prints, clothing, accessories,
decor and more, all perfect for your home, as gifts for friends, or souvenirs. Don’t miss these brands while you’re in the Islands:

1. Nick Kuchar Art & Design Co.
The nostalgic images of designer Nick
Kuchar’s artwork will transport you to
another time—namely, the early days of
beach culture and surfing, with its vintage
pastel color palette, funky and playful
typography and vintage look and feel. This
illustrator and surfer may have grown up
drawing and surfing in Florida, but an extended honeymoon with his
wife, Rachel, turned into permanently living in the Islands for the past
14 years. Through his imagery, available on everything from prints and
stickers to beach towels and tote bags, Kuchar brings to life a variety
of iconic local locations, such as Sunset Beach, Diamond Head, the
Ko‘olau Mountains, and the Napali Coast. Hawai‘i has never looked
better. nickkuchar.com
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2. Kealopiko
Named “Ke Alopiko” after the belly, representing both piko, the Hawaiian word for
umbilicus and one’s center, as well as one
of the choicest parts of a fish, Kealopiko
was founded in the spirit of enjoying the
finest things in life. Friends Ane Bakutis, Jamie Makasobe and Hina Kneubuhl created
this clothing company in 2006, featuring designs inspired by Hawaiian history and culture. Their popular product selection includes the
vivid Kahikiku aloha print line as well as the hand-dyed and printed
All Aloha shirts, bags and custom pieces produced in Kalama‘ula, the
oldest Hawaiian homestead on Moloka‘i. At their location in South
Shore Market at Ward Village, peruse from a selection of dresses,
pareus, tees, hats, clutches and other accessories adorned with images
of marine life, coral, fishnets, and seashells. kealopiko.com

3. Bradley & Lily
Stacey Nomura was only a child when her grandmother taught her
how to crochet and hand-make cards. As an adult, she decided to
leave the corporate world in 2005 to partner with her husband Ian
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Bradley & Lily greeting cards, note cards and notebooks are designed and
letterpress printed, offset printed or foil pressed in Honolulu, Hawai‘i.
Kyle Rothenborg photo
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LOCAVORE

and produce original greeting cards and stationary using an antique
printing press. Her Pacific-inspired designs, on cards, notebooks, gift
tags, and stickers, are inspired by the culture of Hawai‘i, tempered
with her memories of growing up along the shores of Monterey Bay
(and named for their two children). Looking for that perfect card with
a graceful illustration of palm fronds, flower lei or sea life? Or a smart
sketchbook with contemporary patterns of surfboards and custom
lettering? How about just a cute birthday card with a sea turtle wearing a party hat that says, “shellabrate!” underneath? You’ll find it at
Bradley & Lily. bradleyandlily.com
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4. Allison Izu
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While studying at the Fashion Institute
of Technology in New York, Allison Izu
realized that, if the mainstream fashion
industry was designed for tall, waif-like
models, then women of more realistic
proportions were being neglected. She
began designing jeans to fit shorter
frames. Since then, Izu has grown her brand from a single line to a
complete clothing brand dedicated to women who are 5’ 6” or shorter.
Offering an assortment of light tops, sleeveless tees, dresses, rompers,
bottoms, and jackets, each designed for one of six body types from
narrower shoulders and fuller hips to larger midsections to curvy. Izu’s
known for her elegant muted colors and a fit that matches your form
without sacrificing comfort or style. allisonizu.com

5. Retrospect Designs
After breaking a brand new skateboard
in junior high, Tyler Gregorka decided to
build one from scratch using an old shelf
from his house that he added wheels to,
then shaped and sanded to perfection.
He became hooked on woodworking;
first honing his skills creating cabinetry
for R & B Craftsmen in Las Vegas, then installing display fixtures and
furniture at Whole Foods in Kahala. His company, Retrospect Designs,
offers products drawing from his life experiences—from custom
skateboards featuring maple, oak and mahogany wood in pinstripe
patterns; to restaurant serving boards in the form of miniature surfboards; to home decor, such as planters and stools. Reclaimed materials when possible, and handmade with aloha always.
retrospect-designs.com
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6. Pineapple Palaka
Inspired by the woven palaka (checkered)
material first worn regularly by Hawai‘i’s
plantation workers in the late 1800s, then
which became a popular pattern for aloha
shirts and surf shorts from the 1940s to
the ’70s, college friends Jonathan Fong
and Rick Abelmann started Pineapple Palaka as a way to honor the
unofficial fabric of Hawai‘i. They’ve created an assortment of neckties,
bowties, scarves and accessories adorned with palaka pattern—as well
as designs and patterns inspired by local culture, such as the jumping
nai‘a (Hawaiian dolphin), honu (green sea turtle), regal orange-and-green
‘ilima perfect for weddings or graduations, and pineapple to signify
hospitality and aloha. The two-month production process to create each
of their handwoven ties is extensive but the result is one-of-a-kind; an
homage to those, by those, who are hard at work.
pineapplepalaka.com

7. Manuheali‘i
When local clothing label Manuheali‘i
first made its debut at a craft fair in 1985,
there were only two styles available.
Today, a 20-plus collection of clothing and
accessories for men, women and kids are
released each month online, as well as at
brick-and-mortar stores in Honolulu and
Kailua. For co-owner and lead designer Danene Lunn, Manuheali‘i is a
family affair—with her husband Pono and youngest son Lokahi creating prints, middle son Ke‘aka operating the website, and eldest son
La‘amea handling accounting and managing the inventory. Overlapping patterns are inspired by island flora, intended to evoke the spirit
of Hawai‘i, and are as hip for grandma as they are for her grandkids.
manuhealii.com

TAKE A JOURNEY TO

A PLACE WHERE THE

CULTURAL TRADITIONS
OF OUR ANCESTORS
ARE CELEBRATED
WITH ALOHA AND
EXCITEMENT.

It begins with a lei and greeting of
aloha. Listen as the majestic sound
of the pū (conch shell) guides you
along twelve acres of Ko ‘Ōlina’s
breathtaking coastline to see and
participate in cultural activities led
by your ‘ohana here at Paradise Cove.
Experience first hand the rich cultures
of Hawai‘i, Tahiti, Sāmoa, Tonga
and Aotearoa. Dine and enjoy the
lū‘au dinner prepared for you as your
evening culminates with a spectacular
production extravaganza of songs and
dances of Hawai‘i, the South Pacific
and the daring fire knife dances of
Sāmoa under starlight.

FOR RESERVATIONS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 800-775-2683 OR 808-842-5911.

www.paradisecove.com

/ParadiseCoveLuau

@ParadiseCoveHI

FIELD NOTES
BY JENNIFER FIEDLER

STIR IT UP!

They may know how to mix a mean drink, but when it’s time to
wet their own whistles and kick back, they have their own favorite
spots as well (aside from their own establishments, of course).
42
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JULIE REINER

Where she shakes things up: Clover Club (NY), Pegu Club (NY),
Leyanda (NY), Mixtress Consulting
Claim to fame: Born and raised on O‘ahu, Reiner built a cocktail
empire in New York City, opening some of the city’s most
era-defining bars, including the iconic Pegu Club. Her cocktail
consulting company, Mixtress Consulting, helps restaurants,
resorts, bars and hotels build world-class beverage programs. In
2011, the James Beard Foundation nominated Reiner for a spirits
professional of the year award. She also serves as The Kahala’s
Beverage Artist-In-Residence .
Where you can find her on her days off in Honolulu:

For breakfast, Reiner likes to head to Koko Head Café,
where she orders the fish & eggs or bacon pancakes—
but “literally anything you order will be delicious,” she
says. For coffee, she likes Kai Coffee, in Waikiki, for the
quality of the beans and the top-notch baristas. She
often stops at Ahi Assassins for a poke bowl—“I know that the fish
is going to be top-notch,” she says—on the way to the beach. For
dinner, Reiner recommends either Morimoto Asia for an upscale
dinner (“The menu is so diverse and delicious,”) or Little Village
Noodle House in Chinatown (“some of the best Chinese food on
O‘ahu.”) When it comes to getting a nightcap, Reiner makes a
point of stopping in at Bar Leather Apron. “It’s a must when
I’m home,” she says. “Justin Park is meticulous and makes
the most creative well-constructed drinks on O‘ahu.”
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CHANDRA LUCARIELLO

Where she shakes things up: Southern Wine & Spirits
Claim to fame: As the director of mixology for a powerhouse

JEN ACKRILL

Where she shakes things up: Sky Waikiki

and Top of Waikiki
Claim to fame: Ackrill developed the cocktail programs for

some of San Francisco’s most acclaimed bars, including Rye,
before decamping to Hawai‘i to become the director of mixology for Sky and Top of Waikiki.
Where you can find her on her days
off: When she’s not headed to work,

Ackrill starts of her day with the crab
benedict or avocado toast at Moena
Café in the Koko Marina Shopping
Center or at Morning Glass Coffee
and Café. “It’s a great spot to grab a cup of pour over from
Big Island Coffee Roasters before heading to Manoa Falls,”
she says. For lunch, she might head to Encore Saloon for
“Mexican food, boozy slushies and a patio tucked away from
the hustle and bustle of Chinatown.” Come dinnertime, she
likes Senia. “I may be biased because my husband is also a
bartender there, but Senia is producing some of Honolulu’s
most creative, talked-about food, she says. “Definitely make
reservations early as they always book up.”

spirits distributor, Lucariello helps craft the cocktail programs for some of the state’s best restaurants and hotels.
Where you can find her on her days off: For a traditional
Japanese kaiseki experience, Lucariello recommends sitting
at the counter at Nan Zan Giro Giro, which she likens to a
Japanese version of L’Atelier de Joel Robuchon. “They move
like a ninja symphony in the kitchen,” she
says. For more casual outings, she favors
the Aloha Beer Co. in Kaka‘ako for its
casual vibe. For wine, she recommends
Vino, where she knows “the food will
always be solid and the wines on point.
It also doesn’t hurt that you have one of
Hawai‘i’s first Master Sommeliers, Chuck Furuya, there to
procure the list and make personal recommendations.” And
for a fun night out, she heads to reservations-only Harry’s
Hardware Emporium. “It’s Dave Newman’s (of Pint & Jigger)
delve into the speakeasy world. This wonderful little hideaway goes above and beyond in service and transports you
out of Hawai‘i with its vintage glassware, hand carved ice and
maybe even a delightful, sweet surprise if you can stick it out
’til last call,” says, noting it’s a must-do for cocktail lovers.

Pictured dishes,
left to right: Eggs
Haloa (poached
eggs, poi biscuit,
coconut lu‘au, sour
poi hollandaise,
local greens) from
Koko Head Cafe Dennis Oda photo; Hamachi
Jicama Taco topped
with pickled asian
pear, ponzu gel and
micro cilantro prepared by Senia chef
Andrew Rush Cindy
Ellen Russell photo; Nanzan
Giro Giro's duck
breast, sweet potato puree, smoked
salt, cucumber, and
wasabi. Jamm Aquino photo

Gina Lambert illustrations
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LOOK THE PART
BY MARGIE JACINTO
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CORAL CORRELATION
Start your vacation off right with the perfect pop of pink!

CHLOÉ Faye Day mini
textured-leather shoulder bag
$1,450; CHLOÉ Gold-plated and
feather earrings $460; SALVATORE FERRAGAMO Belluno
patent-leather mules $575; TORY
BURCH smocked midi dress $358.
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Royal Hawaiian CenteR, Bldg C, level 3 • validated PaRking
lunCH • all-day HaPPy HouR • dinneR ‘til MidnigHt • weekend BRunCH • event RooMs
oPentaBle.CoM • wolfgangssteakHouse.net • 808.922.3600

915144-01 Wolfgang Steakhouse FP Kahala Life 11-29-16.indd 1
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WELL + GOOD
BY SHERRIE STRAUSFOGEL
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NIDRA IN A
HAYSTACK

THE KEY TO REAL REST AND
RELAXATION MAY BE FOUND
IN YOUR NEXT YOGA SESSION

A

re you craving calm in an overstressed world? Do you want
to feel more centered or more relaxed? You might want to
give Yoga Nidra a try. Don’t be fooled by the name, you won’t
be doing down dog and you don’t need a mantra. Yoga Nidra is guided
meditation made easy.
While the intention of the practice is to stay awake—“Yoga Nidra”
means “conscious sleep.” Current studies show it can help you relax and
sleep better, and it also helps with headaches, chronic pain, anxiety,
depression and even PTSD. The U.S. Army Surgeon General has listed
Yoga Nidra (based on research with iRest, a variety of Yoga Nidra) as “a
Tier 1 approach for addressing pain management in military care.”

Yoga Nidra has roots in ancient India and the
teachings of yoga. In the mid-20th century, Swami
Satyananda Saraswati revived Yoga Nidra and
designed a systematic, step-by-step relaxation
practice based on its teachings.
Over 40 years ago, Richard Miller, PhD, a clinical psychologist,
author, researcher, yogic scholar and spiritual teacher, integrated the
teachings of Yoga Nidra with other spiritual philosophies, Western
psychology and neuroscience to modernize the practice of Yoga Nidra
for our time and the Western mind. He named his spin-off iRest, short
for “Integrative Restoration.” It is practiced by thousands of people
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worldwide in yoga studios, health centers, schools, correctional facilities
and military hospitals.
“iRest is transformative, restorative and it’s a meditation practice
that anyone can do,” says Jill C. Peterson, Psy.D. clinical psychologist and
senior iRest trainer. “Whether you fall asleep or stay awake, you will feel
rested, relaxed and a sense of ease.”
iRest shares many basic principles and techniques with other
forms of Yoga Nidra, but differs in various ways. For example, iRest
uses opposite emotions or beliefs--such as expansion and contraction—to access the part of the brain responsible for insights, creativity
and “aha” moments.
“The mind can only process one thought at a time so the process
of holding opposite thoughts short circuits the brain, making it easy to
control our attention and what we focus on,” Peterson says. “
A typical iRest session or class begins with breathing exercises,
followed by gentle stretching and then a 35-minute meditation practice.
The instructor may incorporate the duality of opposites in a timely message or story. You take stock of how you feel as well as your energy level
at the start of your meditation practice. You set an intention for your
practice, something you would like to actualize in your practice or in
your life.
Another step in the iRest process that might differ from other
meditations is you turn your attention to your inner resource, a safe
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haven within your body where you experience a feeling of security, calm
and wellbeing. Or you may imagine a place, person or experience that
helps you feel secure and at ease. Identifying your inner resource allows
you to return to this feeling at any time during your practice if your
thoughts or emotions feel too intense, or in your daily life when you feel
overwhelmed.
Then you listen. Guided by the instructor’s voice, you release
tension throughout your body by rotating your attention through your
fingers, your limbs, your jaw, the crown of your head and so on. As you
scan your body, you feel, observe and relax your body and mind. As you
listen to the instructor’s voice, you will engage with whatever comes up
in your meditation and focus on the awareness, rather than blocking it
out with a mantra or focusing only on your breath like in other varieties
of mediation.

A wiggling of fingers and toes, some gentle stretching, and you open
your eyes to a fresh perspective. You then take a moment post-iRest for
emotional, physical and energy level inventory. The meditation part of
this type of Yoga Nidra usually lasts 35 minutes, but it may seem as if
time stood still. An important step is to reflect on your experience so it
may impart some wisdom for future use.
Peterson adds, “iRest is easy. No experience with yoga or meditation is required. Simply show up, lie down and experience the positive
benefits of the practice immediately, as well as into your day, week and
the rest of your life. It is an opportunity to experience the wellbeing and
joy that is in all of us but covered up by life,” says Peterson.
While here in Honolulu, try iRest or Yoga Nidra at Sun Yoga Hawaii
(sunyogahawaii.com), Open Space Yoga (yogaopenspace.com) or Aloha
Yoga Kula (alohayogakula.com)
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CULTURE CLUB
BY LIANNE BIDAL THOMPSON

A COMMON

sought-after for his couture gowns as well—all of
which reference his Native Hawaiian culture or
his Hawai‘i home. His designs are available at The
Clique by Kini Zamora, located in Aiea.
Earlier this year, Iolani Palace tapped him to
expand its Alii Garment Reproduction Project.
The commission will have Zamora recreating
five garments—including two dresses worn by
Queen Kapi‘olani, King Kalakaua’s Hawaiian Kingdom military and masonic uniforms and a child’s
dress worn by Princess Ka‘iulani.
“Many of our ali‘i (Hawaiian royalty) were fashionforward, matching their efforts to remake the
Hawaiian Kingdom into a modern nation-state,”
e is arguably one of the most
says Kippen de Alba Chu, executive director of The
popular Project Runway contesFriends of Iolani Palace. “With these additional
tants to take to the fashion show’s
pieces, our guests will further see the multi-faceted
catwalks. But for Kini Zamora, 35, known for
lives of Hawaiian royalty.”
his statement-making designs, it’s all about
“It’s amazing because I can get closer to our ali‘i
his roots.
by just a black-and-white photo and I’m learning
“My Hawaiian culture, the gorgeous isand finding out so much about the things they
land and my family is put into everything that
wore,” Zamora explains. “Our ali‘i were very fashionI make,” he explains. “I feel like with all of that,
able, had style and wore haute couture gowns.”
Kini Zamora Courtesy photo
I have so much inspiration and [many] influences
First up for the project is the gown that
in my designs.”
Queen Kapi‘olani wore on February 12, 1883 for her
He came by those strong influences early on in his life, when his
coronation with her husband, King Kalakaua. The original dress
Aunty Delilah taught him how to sew at 10 years old. Then, a few years
was designed by an instructor at Punahou and constructed in Paris.
later, a he had a revelation about his skill set. “I also started sketching
Zamora is tasked with re-creating this Victorian piece that features
at a young age, and I realized at the age of 14 that I could press ‘print’
intricate gold embroidery using modern techniques.
on my brain and create 3D images for everyone to see. … I could sketch
This isn’t Zamora’s first time working with the palace.
something and sew it and create it.”
“I had the privilege to have the first fashion show in front of Iolani
Zamora continued on his path to creating his designs at
Palace and it was an honor to spotlight a piece of history for the
Honolulu Community College, making a name for himself along the
backdrop of my show,” he says. “We have the only palace in America
way. Then, in 2014, he appeared on Season 13 of Project Runway. He
and sometimes we forget that we have it here. So, I wanted to bring
followed that up with an appearance in Season 5 of Project Runway
more attention to the place and bring the people back. … It was a
All Stars. His strong design skills took him to third place in Project
‘chicken skin’ moment and I still pinch myself that I had the opportuRunway and runner-up in All-Stars.
nity to showcase my collection at the palace.”
“It was an amazing experience to be put on a global platform
In addition to his prestigious commission, Zamora remains
and to showcase my work and also to show the world that we have
focused on his vision—and keeping it grounded in his island home.
amazing talent here,” he says about his time with the show. “It helped
“I will be working on our Hawaii Collection that we release three
me become a more focused designer and find out what my strong
times a year, possibly launching another Spring/Sumer 2020 colsuit was in fashion and basically find out who I am as a designer: A
lection and bringing more resources to Hawai‘i and making it more
Native Hawaiian designer that designs clothing with cultural influaccessible for everyone.”
ence and drama in every piece I make.”
With his vision focused, Zamora has continued to expand his
The Clique by Kini Zamora, (808) 202-4471, 99-1132 Iwaena St.,
reach. He offers up a steady output of ready-to-wear designs and is
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Native Hawaiian designer Kini Zamora has
been tapped by Iolani Palace to recreate a
handful of royal garments.
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SOUNDS
OF HAWAI‘I
Let these albums set the soundtrack
for all your island adventures.
KAPENA –
PALENA OLE

Kini Zamora at work in his studio with makeup artist, model and photographer. Dennis Oda photo

The stories of life for the
Hawai‘i communities in 1940s
and ’50s outside of the plantations
are the focus of local author Kaui
Philpotts’ newest book, Cane Fires.
“There were many people living
in the islands before statehood who
were neither plantation owners nor
field laborers,” she
explains. “They were
the accountants,
doctors, school
teachers and shopkeepers whose life
experiences should also take a place
on the shelf.”

LOCAL
TOME

The endearing collection of
short fiction is not only a departure from the usual Hawai‘i fiction
found on bookshelves; it’s a writing
departure for Philpotts herself. Her
previous tomes include non-fiction
works Hawaiian Country Tables,
Party Hawaii and Hawaii: A Sense
of Place (co-authored with Mary
Philpotts McGrath).
The stories in Cane Fires are
inspired by Philpotts’ childhood—
she began working on them in her
fiction writers group—and focus on
one particular fictional hapa-haole
(mixed-race) family.

The debut album from big wave
surfer Landon McNamara topped
the iTunes, Hawai‘i Radio and Reggae Billboard
charts. In addition to the title song, standout tunes
include “Deep Water,” “Jam With You” and “The
Late Ones.”

KALANI PE‘A –
NO ‘ANE‘I

Pe‘a followed up his triumphant
Grammy-winning debut with a
second Grammy-winng album,
E Walea, No ‘Ane‘i (We Belong
Here). It offers up eight original compositions
that the singer-songwriter wrote or co-wrote. The
album—that features Amy Hanaiali‘i Gilliom,
Willie K, Imua Garza, Ho‘okena, Moon Kauakahi
and Aaron Sal, among others—focuses on the
securing the foundation of Hawaiian culture and
the preservation of Hawaiian identity and values.
Pe‘a’s versatility shines with a range that includes
“Pa‘a Mau,” “Hilo March” and “Superstar.”
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LANDON
MCNAMARA –
A DOLLAR SHORT &
A MINUTE LATE
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The newest album from the
venerable island band that
jumpstarted the Jawaiian music
genre more than 30 years ago
was awarded Album of the Year at the 2018
Na Hoku Hanohano Awards. The new iteration
of Kapena—made up of original member Kelly
Boy and his three children Kapena, Kalena and
Lilo—also won the award for Group of the Year.
Palena Ole features songs such as “When I Come
Home,” “Coquette” and “Kauai Medley.”

KAHALA LIFE DOSSIER
BY YU SHING TING
PHOTO BY MARK ARBEIT
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She’s been the face of Polo for Ralph Lauren, has been in
big ad campaigns for Gucci and Dolce & Gabbana, is a
regular model for Lilly Pulitzer, Target and Anthropologie, and has walked countless runways, including the
2016 Victoria’s Secret fashion show in Paris. However, for
supermodel Keke Lindgard, who was born and raised in
the small country town of Ka‘a‘awa in Windward O‘ahu,
Hawai‘i will always be home.•
“Hawai‘i is a place I can come
home to and feel so grounded,” says Lindgard, who currently splits her time between
New York and Hawai‘i, where
she has a home on the North
Shore. “Growing up here, you
really learn to respect your
elders and the ground that
you walk on.”

KEKE

THE OUT
OF TOWNER

LINDGARD:

“My favorite things to do
when I’m home is be outside and enjoy the nature. Anything I
can do to get out—hike, surf, go to the beach. I love to get in the
water. I love (longboard surfing) Sunset Beach when it’s small, and
the sandbars like at Ehukai. I love bodysurfing as well. Pupukea is
another one of my favorite spots, and Pua‘ena Point is another fun
one for longboarding.”
“Whenever I come home, I love an acai bowl from Pupukea
Grill, and their plain poke bowl, I get it over salad. Also, poke from
Tamura’s—they always have the best variety of poke. I mostly spend
time on the North Shore, so a lot of the places I love are on the North
Shore like The Beet Box Café, a yummy vegan spot. I usually get The
Healthy Plate of Food. Also, Waialua Bakery, they do sandwiches,
smoothies and salads that are really yummy. I love the turkey salad.”
“There is a face oil that is made on the North Shore from a
company called Aim HI. I use it every single day—morning and
night, and I add it to a heavier lotion during the winter when I’m in
New York because it’s so dry.”
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“Another one of my
favorite brands is
Kopari (co-founded by
Kiana Cabell, who grew up
in Hawai‘i). Everything is
coconut-based, sustainably
made and resourced. I use
their products every single
The Super(Model) Citizen day. I use their deodorant.
It’s aluminum-free and
sulfate free, and it actually
works for me and smells amazing. I also use their coconut oil and I’ll
put it in my hair and sleep with a towel over my pillow overnight, rinse
it out in the morning, and my hair is completely refurbished. Also, and
their lip balm and lotions—I love everything that they make and it’s
good for the environment.”
“I think the best part of Hawai‘i is it’s a constant plate of
memories. My old ones are just insane days at the beach, kind of
those days when you wake up not expecting it and things just roll into
another like you see a friend at the beach and you go for a walk and
get breakfast together, and then you go and surf and you see another
friend out there and it’s like a snowball effect of greatness. I think that
happens a lot in Hawai‘i because my friends and I and the people I
know, we appreciate Hawai‘i for the same reasons, which is just how
beautiful it is and the culture and the nature behind it. Hawai‘i provides us with such a beautiful space to create memories.”

A MEMORABLE CULINARY EXPERIENCE
UNLIKE ANY OTHER IN THE HEART OF WAIKIK I
Chef Yuya Yamanaka’s Iconic French technique
transforms seasonal local ingredients into something sublime.

h o n o lu lu ’s p r e m i e r fa r m - t o - ta b l e
ja pa n e s e r e s tau r a n t a n d s a k e b a r
SERVI NG DEL ICIOUS JA PA NES E S TY L E CUIS INE
I NSPI RED B Y HAWA II’S F RES H LO CA L ING REDIENTS .

“It was a wonderful experience
from beginning to end.”
-NADINE KAM Restaurant Critic
FOOD
SERVICE
AMBIANCE
VALUE
RATING

CHEF MASAKI NAKAYAMA

★★★★
★★★★
★★★★
★★★★
★★★★ /EXCELLENT

Reserve the Chef’s Counter for a front row seat experience
or enjoy the intimacy of the dining room.
Dinner seating: 5:30PM & 8:00PM
For a casual evening sit at the Bar 8:00PM to 1:00AM.
Select specialty Hawaiian cocktails and pupu from our à la carte menu.

“The finale brings something new to Hawaii,
house-made kale udon—that is a perfect summer treat.”
-NADINE KAM Restaurant Critic
FOOD
SERVICE
AMBIANCE
VALUE
RATING

★★★★
★★★★
★★★★
★★★★
★★★★ /EXCELLENT

LUNCH 11:30AM–2:30PM (LAST ORDER 2PM)
DINNER 5:30PM–10:30PM
BAR 10:30PM–1:00AM (SUNDAYS TILL 11:30PM)

4 1 3 S E A S I D E AV E N U E – S E C O N D F LO O R
RESERVATIONS: Paris-hawaii.us PARIS.HAWAII on Resy
808-212-9282
VALIDATED PARKING AT HYATT CENTRIC

HAPPY HOUR 11:30AM–2:30PM & 5:30PM–6:30PM
413 SEASIDE AVE - FIRST FLOOR
ZIGU.US | 808-212-9252
VALIDATED PARKING AT HYATT CENTRIC

THE SHORT LIST
BY ALI RESICH

The local-food movement is alive and well in
the Islands, where chefs are turning to islandsourced meat, seafood and produce to cook up a
whole new world of hearty bites.

FRESH TAKE
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Hoku’s
Perfect for any special
occasion, Hoku’s at The
Kahala has long been
renowned for utilizing the
top level of local ingredients to create a worldly
menu of fine-dining
treasures. In keeping with
this tradition, Hoku’s is
partnering with Kamehameha Schools’ Mana Up
initiative, which supports
the growth of Hawaiian
businesses, to offer Steak
Cut of the Day featuring
locally raised beef from
Kunoa Cattle Co. And
that’s just skimming the
surface of Hoku’s islandinspired bites — don’t miss
executive chef Eric Oto’s
Kona Kampachi Carpaccio for starters.
hokuskahala.com

Makana Ranch
House
The culinary mission at
Makana Ranch House is
to celebrate the bounty
of the Islands, which
means using locally
grown ingredients, some
of which the Kaimuki
restaurant grows itself
in Manoa, to complement a homestyle lunch
menu of stews, burgers and tacos. Best of
all, Moloka‘i venison,
fresh ‘ahi and other
savory proteins on the
menu are sourced from
Hawai‘i’s ranches, farms
and sparkling waters.
makanaranchhouse.com
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Nico’s Pier 38

Burgers on Bishop

Butcher & Bird

It truly doesn’t get fresher
than the seafood served up
at Nico’s Pier 38, seeing as
the restaurant and platelunch spot is located just
footsteps from Honolulu
Fish Auction, the only fresh
tuna auction in the U.S.
Stop by Nico’s Fish Market
to pick up an array of
poke and sashimi to go, or
dine-in during lunch and
dinner for a gourmet take
on island-style seafood.
Don’t miss Nico’s signature
Furikake Pan Seared Ahi
at both the original Nimitz
Highway location, and the
Kailua branch.
nicospier38.com

Burger fanatics know that
Burgers on Bishop is the
only place on O‘ahu to
find your all-time classic
meal dressed up with
five-star condiments
and, of course, a taste of
the Islands. The menu
features local-beef patties
and fresh island greens
and tomato toppings to
round out its juicy selections, which have gained
quite a following among
the Downtown Honolulu
lunch crowd.
burgersonbishop.com

Until recently, it wasn’t
every day that local
foodies could chow
down on a hoagie
filled with handcrafted
sausage prepared from
locally sourced meat.
Thankfully, that’s the
new norm at Butcher &
Bird, the Kaka‘ako eatery
where the menu changes
regularly based on fresh
deli creations—housemade knockwurst,
anyone?
butcherandbirdhi.com
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ON THE STRIP:
HEKILI STREET

MUSEUM BOUTIQUES

The stores within these art and culture venues
are worth paying a visit on their own.
HISAM MUSEUM GALLERY
SHOP X MORI
Located in downtown within the Honolulu
State Art Museum, find local art, one-of-akind items and more.
shophisam.com

HONOLULU MUSEUM
OF ART SHOP

From jewelry and posters to books and
bags, the art shop is full of tasteful gifts,

Outside Nalu Health Bar on Hekili Street in Kailua. Bodie Collins photo

souvenirs and engaging items for people of
all ages.
shop.honolulumuseum.org

SHOP PACIFICA AT BISHOP
MUSEUM
More than just postcards and key chains,
the museum boutique has a striking selection of Hawaiian wares and cultural goods.
bishopmuseum.org
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SMART SHOPPER
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Tucked away within O‘ahu’s premier beach town,
charming Hekili Street is Kailua’s hidden gem for dining
and shopping while exploring the Windward side of the
island. In recent years, this once-forgotten strip has been
transformed into a lively array of eateries, cafes and local
boutiques that are ideal for a whole day of browsing or a
quick pit stop en route to the beach.
Located behind Kailua Town Center, Hekili Street’s
dining options are great for the whole family, whether
starting the day with a local-style brunch at Boots &
Kimo, or loading on the pizza toppings at Pieology for
lunch or dinner. Grab a sandwich, wrap or salad filled
with kalua pig from Kono’s, or rejuvenate with a green
smoothie at Nalu Health Bar.
The neighborhood’s multicolored storefronts also
leave shoppers with everything they need for island living. Stock up on the latest swimwear at BikiniBird and
Guava Shop, or head to Twin Islands for stylish surf
gear. Last, but not least, Island Bungalow Hawaii is a
one-stop shop for the ultimate beach-house accessories.
Getting thirsty from all that shopping? End the day
with a refreshing sip of bubble tea from Bee & Tea.

EN ROUTE
BY PATRICK PARSONS
You’ve mentioned that it was rather
intimidating, interviewing artists.
Who did you start with?
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JAKOB
DYLAN

SINGER,
SONGWRITER
AND FILMMAKER

Jakob Dylan brought his mid-’60s L.A.-musicscene documentary, Echo in the Canyon, to
Hawai‘i for its regional premiere last fall. Echo
in the Canyon, produced and directed by Jakob Dylan and Andrew Slater, focuses on the
music being created in Laurel Canyon in the
’60s. We know the iconic songs by the legendary artists, and in the film, their stories and
the stories behind the stories are engagingly
captured and revealed by an interviewer who
is no stranger to the upper pantheon of the
music industry. Dylan and Slater premiered
the film in Hawai‘i during Hawaii International Film Festival, and sat down with Kahala
Life to talk about the film’s inception.

How did the idea come about to
make a film about this era?
We started by making a record first—a cover
album. When we were getting with all the
people behind the songs, we realized there was
so much more to be done than just a covers
record, and it [took off from there].

Who did you focus on in the film?
We thought it would be interesting to hear these
people talk specifically about the people who
were there, in Laurel Canyon, in the mid-’60s.
Beyond just being fans, they were the ones who
were there. We’ve all talked about the era and
the music as fans, and we’ve all assumed a lot
of things, but it was really an opportunity to
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talk these people. If they could remember what
was going on, they would know; some of them
... I don’t think they could remember too much!
Everyone in the movie [Tom Petty, Brian Wilson, David Crosby, etc.] were people who were
critical to be involved in the telling of the stories.

This is your first foray into film
making, and the movie has a very
natural, conversational cadence
to it, which can be hard to capture
in taped interviews. How did you
achieve that?
The interviews were all very casual, and I
knew everybody. It wasn’t a situation where
they were set up with a big pitch—it was me
contacting them, some are friends, people I
know, and it was very organic. I just asked them
if they wanted to come down and share a few
stories. What also made it casual is that I’m
not a journalist. Artists spend so much of their
time speaking to journalists, and they’ll have a
natural edge when they’re doing that because
they get to choose how to present themselves.
Because I wasn’t that, we were able to have the
same kind of dialogue and conversations that
we had in the studio, except with the cameras
on. It was a situation that someone like I could
do, and with my music background, it put them
in their own camp.

I started with Eric Clapton. Might as well just
dive right in, right? It is daunting contacting
people.

Was there a big adjustment from
making music to making a movie?
I don’t think so. And that’s probably because I’ve
been in front of a camera, plenty of times. And
this is a conversation with people; a documentary, and the story unfolds as one goes along.
You start out with an idea, then depending on
what gets shared, suddenly it goes off in a different direction and one has to go backwards and
fill in a little.

Were you able to talk to everyone
you wanted to interview?
Yes, for the most part—everyone came forward
pretty quickly saying yes. Well, there was
one [who wanted to be interviewed,] Tom
Petty. I did know Tom, and I took the record
to his house and played it for him. He heard
the record and someone told him about the
documentary, and he called and asked, “Why
haven't you asked me to be in the movie?”

What were you hoping to convey to
viewers?
It was a magical time, and it is so important to
capture these stories—they happened long before the modern world where everybody knows
everything. If these people don’t tell them, and
don't share the stories, they’ll just slip away. And
I wanted to convey how all these songs build
upon each other, how the songs morphed from
one song into another.

Have you been in Hawai‘i before?
I have, but not to O‘ahu, this is my first time here
… I've been to Maui. I’ve been there a bunch of
times, but I'd like to come back to Honolulu, I’m
planning to come back with my family. And, I'm
looking for a quiet, tranquil beach …
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WINE 101
BY ROBERTO VIERNESS
MASTER SOMMELIER-IN-RESIDENCE
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RED, WHITES
AND GREENS

CONTRARY TO POPULAR
BELIEF, VEGETARIAN FARE
PAIRS WELL WITH MORE
THAN JUST WHITE WINES.

M

y wife went vegetarian about a year and a half ago and now I
tell everyone that I am a “cheating vegetarian.” In my efforts to
support her, I have had many more vegetarian meals as of late
and in those instances, I have taken the opportunity to experiment with
vegetarian and vegan food and wine pairing. Now for all you dyed-in-thewool, triple-meat lovers, I would not stop reading here. Everyone needs
ruffage in their lives and reading this might even make you a healthier
person—greens and resveratrol are a nutritious combination.
My expectation for vegetarian cuisine because it is plant-based
was that it would have a lot of bitterness, the chlorophyll in plants being the primary source. I try to avoid overly bitter things, so naturally
I leaned on white wine for pairings. I found that a beautiful

and vibrant Sauvignon Blanc from the new world
such as Twomey by Silver Oak works terrifically
well with simple salads, especially ones with vinaigrettes. Not
only does this Sauvignon Blanc have that fresh pomelo and grapefruit
aromatics, but its vivacious acidity also complements the acidity of
vinaigrettes. If you are sensitive enough, you’ll find that there is a touch
of that same greenness in Sauvignon Blanc akin to herbs, grass and
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of course, salad greens so they go hand in hand. But it is the fruit that
Sauvignon Blanc brings to the party that makes the flavors pop!

One of my other favorite vegetarian pairings
is the almost electric flavors of Vouvray, Chenin
Blanc grown in the Loire River Valley paired with
tomatoes. Raw, cooked, stewed and perhaps my favorite way to
have tomatoes, Gazpacho Soup. My wife makes a terrific Spanish version that I simply devour with copious quantities of Marc Bredif Vouvray. This wine smells and tastes like fresh citrus, honeysuckle, honey
and melons (all vegetarian mind you, maybe the honey is debatable,
but I digress). Super light and it also has a zesty acidity that marries so
beautifully with the acidity of the tomatoes and vinegar in this soup. I
have not found a better pairing yet.
But if you think that vegetarian cuisine only plays well
with white wine you would be wrong. There is so much more.

There are plenty of dense and rich flavors in vegetarian cuisine that welcome red wine pairings.
Fresh and earthy mushrooms are a favorite of mine, from Morels to
Porcini, Matsutake to Hamakua-grown ali‘i, I love them all and cooked

WELCOME
BY NADINE KAM
PHOTOS BY NAME NAME
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Vegetarian cuisine plays well with both whites and reds. Stefan Johnson photo

any which way. I love them in butter with garlic, sautéed or grilled,
in risotto or even as a sandwich. And with it you can definitely get
into the deeper reds, even a Bordeaux. A mushroom risotto with
a bottle of Banfi Brunello di Montalcino is decadence. The earthy
goodness of Brunello enveloping the flavors of mushroom and
revealing the beautiful red fruit of Sangiovese is a wonderful experience. Or a Portobello mushroom steak grilled and basted with
butter and herbs with a bottle of Château de Pez from St. Estèphe.
The perfectly ripe tannins play a perfect foil for the proteins of the
mushroom and the gravelly earthiness marries so well with the
earth of the mushroom. Dare I say, maybe even a better pairing
than a grilled steak.
And without a doubt the most unexpected and stunningly
great vegetarian pairing I’ve had is miso glazed grilled eggplant

glazed with mature red Burgundy (Pinot Noir from Burgundy
France). When I say mature I mean Burgundy that is at least 25
years or older. Burgundies of that age exhibit the most complex
aromatics and flavors: cola, spices, sweet cherry, coffee, teas, toffee
and even truffles. The earthiness of the eggplant embraces the
flavors and the saltiness of the miso helps to lift the fruit flavors in
the wine. It can be an extraordinary experience.
I certainly look forward to finding more interesting and
exciting pairings with vegetarian and vegan cuisine in the coming
years. I have opened my mind and my palate to all the possibilities. There is no end to food and wine pairing. And no animals were
harmed in the writing of this piece.
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LAST DAY
PHOTO BY DEREK POTTER
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"THE HEART OF
MAN IS VERY MUCH
LIKE THE SEA, IT HAS
ITS STORMS, IT HAS
ITS TIDES AND IN ITS
DEPTHS, IT HAS ITS
PEARLS TOO."
—VINCENT VAN GOGH
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Discover it here

See wildlife or sail again free, on
dolphin, turtle or whale cruises
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www.hawaiinautical.com

FINE PURSUITS
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FINE PURSUITS
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LOCAVORE
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LOCAVORE
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WELL + GOOD
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2018
2018
2016
2015
2015
2015
2014
2014
2014
2013

Hawaii’s Best, 1st Place, Best Italian
Hale ‘Aina Awards, 1st Place, Best Italian
Hale ‘Aina Awards
Pacific Business News Award
Hale ‘Aina Awards
‘Ilima Awards Hawaii
Hale ‘Aina Awards
Honolulu Magazine Award
‘Ilima Awards
‘Ilima Awards

